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PHOTOFEATURE / Put on your dancing
shoes... okay just watch then / 6 & 7

i i

SPORTS / Are you sure these women
don't have gills? 18
FEATURES/ Hey! Need another hole
in your head... or anywhere else ?! 10
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World problems
addressed at Hope
days strait. The Introductory General Assembly dealt with both peaceable use of outer space and the reEveryone has problems to solve, building of Palestine, while the Adbut this past weekend, nearly one vanced General Assembly discussed
thousand high school students came world refugees and world trade. In
onto Hope's campus and took a crack the meantime the ECOSOC took a
at solving some of the largest prob- stab at the distribution of wealth in
lems in the world today. These stu- third world countries and the human
dents look part in the 22nd Annual rights issue.
Model United Nations conference
Changes were also made in the
facilitated by the Hope College Po- ECOSOC schedule. Last year they
had four issues to discuss but this
litical Science Department.
"The main goal of Model UN is year, they limited it to two. "Time
to help high school students under- was a big concern for us," said distand how the real UN works," said rector Dan Acker ('96). "This way
Dan Watson ('96), one of the stu- we were able to spend double time
dentscurrently enrolled in the Model on each issue."
The Security Council split up
UN course. "It also gives all of us an
opportunity to take an in-depth look into six groups dealing with the isintowhat is happening in the world." sues of the Angola Conflict, the
Very much like the real UN in Cypress Conflict, the nuclear risk of
New York. Model UN
North Korea, the reat Hope includes four
unification of Korea,
branches: General Aspermanent
U.S.
"The main goal
sembly, Security
peace
keeping
of
Model
U.N.
is
Council, Economic
troops, and the
to help high
and Social CommisBosnian conflict.
sions (ECOSOC) and
Since the main goal
school students
the International
of the conference is
understand
how
Court of Justice (UC).
to educate the high
the real U.N.
However, this year
school students in
there were some orterms of how the real
works."
ganizational changes
UN works, the Hope
—Dan Watson
made within the
students who were
branches. First, the
involved changed
General Assembly
and advanced some
was split into a beginning group an of the situations at hand in order to
advanced group. There has always keep the debate hot.
been a division in this branch but in
"The students in some of the
years past it has been split into "track groups were working together reone" and "track two" and then "track ally well. It was our job to keep
one" was split again into "track one things interesting by throwing new
A" and "track one B."
information into their debates," said
"By having just the introductory Watson. "For example we advanced
and advanced General Assembly this the Bosnian conflict from wher^it
year, it made things a little less con- currently stands to give the s l u d e m l ^ ^
fusing and a little more like the real yet another glitch to resolve."
The International Court of Justhing," said co-director Bill Sikkel
('94).
tice contained 15 students making it
Other changes in this category the smallest group in Model UN.
include the high school students The issue that they came to a decisending in their proposed solutions sion on was the ownership of the
for the topics of discussion instead Kurile Islands. The students were
of turning them in on the day of split up into two groups, Russia and
debate. 'This worked well because Japan, and each presented different
the participants had more time 10 treaties to a student jury.
"It's pretty neat to watch this
actually discuss the problems while
they were here," said Sikkel.
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor
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Anchortfntoby Rich Blair

DON'T BURST MY BUBBLE:'Kathryn Sweeterman, Brittney Tyler and Kathleen
M. Domlnlak perform "Atmo-sphere" during last weekend's Dance 20. For
wq
more Information, see photostory on pages 6-7.

Berry encourages acceptance
of differences among people
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Talk show host Dr. Bertrice Berry
hit home with her potent message
about accepting diversity, charging
up audiences despite an hour-and-ahalf delay in the program at the 3rd
Annual Speaker Series Sat. night in
the Maas Conference Center.
"Now I understand why they call
it Hope" Berry later told audiences
when explaining that her delay had
been due to "bad" road signs. "I
woke up near Ohio...! had fallen
asleep doing work with my driver
driving. Farmer John had just got a
new tractor and wanted to try it out
at nighL.and we were behind him..."
Though the down time could have
meant disaster for the Series, the
music of the Gospel Choir and incredible off-the-cuff duets and solos presented by pianist Keith Allen
and Gospel Choir Director Damisha
Taylor kept audiences intact for
Berry's arrival.

Berry made an entrance after 8:30
p.m. Her easy nature and sharp sense
of humor, however, soon won over
any annoyed listeners. A sociologist, former professor, and comedian, Berry geared her ideas to the
college set as she began illustrating
the prejudice and stereotypes that
exists in society and ways in which
it can be dispersed.
"If you're going to be well
equipped when you leave here you're
going to have to understand that the
world doesn't look only like Hope
College," Berry said. 'The world is
not a melting pot. And if it is, we
tend to turn up the fire under those
who are darker or more different."
We don't appreciate diversity.
Berry said, because we don't understand it; we don't understand it because we surround ourselves with
the homogeneous and never leam to
reach out. Though people are now
more accepting to one another, certain stigmas still remain, left unbroken by the formerly dominant group.

These subdominant groups have
proven themselves to be intellectually and biologically equal, but still
don't achieve, a fact many in the
dominant group see as symptomatic
of laziness.
"That kind of thinking has lead to
a new kind of presence in our society," Berry said. "We see two groups
within those groups. The ones who
are okay to be with and those who
just don't try hard enough. If you do
that, you're limiting yourself. Our
failure to accept diversity is crazy.
It's primitive and it's all that we've
known."
That bias is not inherent, but
learned and passed down in the form
of stereotypes - sterotypes that include not only minority groups but
that also say blondes are stupid,
women can' t do math even that white
people can't dance.
"Political correctness came along
and we can't talk about those people

See BERRY page 4

^ s c u s s l^ey did—for two

See UN page 4

Mice set free in Phelps Hope professor receives grant for
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Diners scurried under tables and
around chairs to capture some 12-20
baby mice set loose by a prankster
during the dinner rush Tuesday night,
March 8, at Phelps Cafeteria.
Left on the lower level of the
cafeteria in a sack, the mice tipped
over their temporary habitat and ran
towards the middle seating section.
Public Safety arrived shortly after
the release to collect the animals.
'They were pretty tame so it was
really easy to scoop them up," said
Duane Terpstra, Director of Public
Safety.
By the time Public Safety rounded
up the whole group, one mouse was
ailing. It had been stepped on by a
Phelps worker in an attempt to keep

it from running away. No others
were harmed in the pick-up.
The mice were taken to Peale
Science Center where they were
given an overdose of an inhalant
anesthetic to peacefully induce
death, as suggested by the Animal
Care and Use Committee.
"Since they were not lab mice we
didn't know where they had been or
if they had been contaminated, so it
would have been unsafe to put them
in our(mouse) colony," said Patricia
Dom, adjunct professor of biology;
"I want to emphasize how cruel it
is to use animals as a practical joke,"
Dom continued. "We were not
amused at all. It is really cruel and
ridiculous."
Though the animals were not
taken from Hope labs, security will
be tightened in those areas.

discovery and cloning of hormone
by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter
Dr. Buranatowska-Hledin, assistant professor of biology and
chemistry, received the largest
single research grant ever to be
awarded to a member of Hope's
faculty.
The National Institutes of
Health (NI^p awarded $504,303
for the continuation of the study
of a hormone which Hledin discovered and cloned. This grant
money will support a full-time
technician as well as student researchers, and will provide for
the purchase of lab equipment

The grants are very competitive,
requiring a vigorous application process. Only about 13 percent of the
applicants receive awards, said
Hledin. She added that it is even
more difficult to get the grants at
smaller schools like Hope, where
research is not as central as it is at
larger schools.
This is the second time Hledin
has been awarded an NIH grant.
The last grant she received, five
years ago, was while she was an
assistant professor at MSU. In the
summer of 1993 Hledin also received a $24,782 grant from the
American Heart Association of
Michigan.

"The small grants give you
the opportunity to gel the data
necessary to get the big grants,"
Hledin explained.
The hormone, vasopressin, is
effective in lowering blood pressure, decreasing blood loss during surgery, and is even effective
in the treatment of bedwetters.
"It could have other implications that we just can't foresee at
this time," said student researcher
Alicia Elmore ('94). Elmore has
been working with Dr. Hledin
for the past year and a half.
Elmore said that her work has

See GRANT page 4

Peace of Mind
David Chamin

Recently I was required to
create and present an argumentative speech on a significant public
controversy. Though a few
agonizing days were spent lost in
the electronic card catalog praying
for divine topic inspiration, my
background in poli sci came
through once again with an ideal
topic. Term limits was the solution
to my academic quandary, and I
argued against their adoption
using a number of not so original
or complex arguments. Nevertheless, I thought my presentation
went well. But, when Monday
came to a close, I put effort into
forgetting the past weekend of
seemingly endless homework and
the resulting oral argument.
However, like the old adage
suggests, hindsight grants perfect
vision.
I have realized that I may have
partially overlooked a critical
aspect of the assignment; are term
limits an issue of "significant
controversy?" To be honest, 1
cannot remember the last time I
heard term limits discussed on
television or in the weekly
newspapers that I occasionally
peruse. Does anyone care anymore, or should anyone care about
term limits? Indeed we should.
The more I began to think about it,
perhaps the most compelling
reason against limiting terms
reio»oS directly to this current lack

NEWS OF INTEREST

November rolls around, it is a sure
of controversy. Term limits were
bet that the populist war cry of,
on the ballot of 14 states in
"Throw the bums out!" will once
November of 1992, and they
again be heard. It is this election
passed in each and every state.
Michigan passed a ballot initiative time enthusiasm, reminding me of
my roommate's expected but
which limits the terms of its
greatly dreaded morning alarm
Representatives to three and its
which convinces me that term
Senators to two terms apiece.
limits are a poor choice for reform
What amazes me is that though in
Michigan the vote was close, with of our political system. Easy
a final tally of 54 percent in favor, solutions to the complex problems
of campaign finance, lobbyist
in other states the yes vote totaled
power, and careerism in politics
77 percent. While that statistic
will not be found by removing
may not shock you, it should. It
those who operate within the
should scare you.
system.
Getting the American electorUnfortunately, term limit
ate to agree on any issue is
proposals hold the political cards
difficult, and over three fourth of
of sound bites and simplicity of
the citizenry agreeing on a single
approach in our mass media age.
proposal is virtually unheard of.
President Clinton was elected with Voters who are dissatisfied and
disgruntled with the results of
43 percent of the popular vote. If
term limits had been a Presidential "Congress" find term limits a
candidate, Clinton would be out of convenient method of expressing
their anger in the company of a
a job. Yet the impact of the
majority of others. What they
numbers is more striking when
overlook is the lack of debate that
considering that when no camoccurs after an election, and the
paign for term limits is ongoing,
quiet that follows passage of a
support for term limits is almost
term limit proposal.
nonexistent. In fact, the issue
In a perfect world, I would love
seems to be in political limbo of
to see discussion on term limits
public apathy. Voters have
with voters genuinely interested in
forgotten the issue while politieach side's argument. I realize that
cians such as Tom Foley quietly
it is far more likely that talk of
litigate in the courts against term
term limits, like the awful beep of
limit laws passed in their home
my roommate's alarm, will remind
states.
me that a new political season has
Today no one is talking about
begun.
term limits. Though, when

Washington Semester gives a governmental glimpse
on, he expects that he will be chal- ing samples, and setting up interlenged. "My previous work was views for the current semester and
both draining and rewarding: re- the 1995 Honors Semester. Over 25
Imagine working on a report for warding when I completed a long students applied for the '95 honors
hours after attending congressional day of committes and draining due semester and 22 are currently slated
hearings all day long. Then imagto the amount of concern to detail to participate.
ine that, instead of your signature
that each report required."
Professor James Zoetewey of the
at the bottom of the page, it is the
The students on the Washing- Political Science department is cursignature of the Governor of the
ton semester, all of whom hold rently in Washington overseeing the
State of Michigan. For Craig
junior status and a 3.0 g.p.a. in students' progress and addressing
Ikens C95) this scenario is
the department as a require- any of their concerns, and acting
part of his daily routine.
ment, hold two internships Chair of the Department, Dr. Robert
Ikens has spent the last
over the course of the Elder, Jr. will be theadvisor in Spring
six weeks as an intern
spring. Both professors 1995.
in the Washington,
and student coordinaStudents find their own housing
D.C. office of the
tors spend hundreds of and transportation to and from work^
Governor of the
hours in the Fall pre- daily. Ikens remarks that the "metro
State of Michigan.
paring students for the subway is one of the cleanest, safest,
"The experience has
internship experi- and least expensive to get around
been great—although
ence
and in."
it seems like six weeks
matching stuWhen asked if it is difficult to
has been a short time
dents with ap- orient oneself to Washington, Ikens
to absorb all of the
p r o p r i a t e remarked that because the city is
office's duties."
placements.
divided into four sections with CapiIkens' next assignment is with
Christa Haas 094) was the stu- tol Hill at approximately the geothe Ripon society, a moderate Re- dent coordinatorduring the past four graphical center, it is not too hard to
publican think tank. Although he is years who worked developing inter- locate internships as well as things
not certain what he will be working view schedules, proofreading writ- to do and places to visit.
by David Chamin
news editor
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WASHINGTON
In a rare change of pace, the President is on the offensive on foreign
policy while simultaneously backpeddling on the domestic scene.
Secretary of State Warren Christopher spent the weekend in China
addressing both human rights and trade concerns. A recent Wall Street
Journal/NBC news poll reports that a majority of Americans are in
favor of using ground forces to enforce a peace treaty if it is agreed
upon. Unfortunately for the President, domestic policy seems stalled.
The health care agenda appears destined for Congressional alteration,
and the Whitewater development scandal worsened as White House
aides testified before a grand jury.
MIDDLE EAST
Peace in Israel and the occupied territories is becoming more distant
according to some observers. The U.S. issued an ultimatum to PLO
chief Yasser Arafat to return to the peace talks or face a U.S. Security
Council veto of a resolution condemning the Hebron massacre which
occurred on February 25. Separately, riots flamed out of control in
Hebron, the site of the mosque killings in which a lone gunman fired
on a crowd of worshipping Palestinians.
NATION
In a sign of the ever-decreasing market for military systems,
aerospace giant Northrop initiated a hostile takeover bid for rival
manufacturer Grumman. Grumman, whose F-14 Tomcat was made
famous by the 1986 movie Top Gun, had previously agreed lo be
acquired by Martin Marietta. Northrop's bid came in SI 1 million above
the offer of Martin Marietta. Experts predict that industry consolidations will continue in the cutthroat arms market.

Unofficial Student Congress Minutes
March 10,1994
Submitted by Secretary Kristen Douglass
Announccmgnts
• Douglass announced that Student Communication and Media Committee will meet Thursday at 11 a.m. in the Dow.
Presidential Remarks
• Foster alluded to the point that Melissa Neckers made concerning
last year's congress meeting during Model UN when there was no
quorem. Eric announced that the minutes and the proposal will be held
until after Spring Break.
• Foster announced that Comptroller Yantis is holding an informational budget meeting for all organizations on Monday night.
• Foster announced that Heather Mumby of the Anchor asked that each
member write a biographical paragraph and drop it off at the office by
Sunday.
• Foster introduced Congress to the new alcohol awareness group
AIM (Alcohol Issues Matter).
• Foster announced that he and Heaton have decided not to rerun next
year for cabinet positions.
Board. Lmmiiiss. and Organization Rcpftrta
• Otto reported that Religious Life Committee will meet Monday at
4:30 p.m.
• Otto also announced that the Sexual Harassment Revision Committee will meet Tuesday, March 29, at 4:30pm.
• Gaston reported that the Admissions and Financial Aid Committee
will meet Monday at 4 p.m.
• Foster informed Congress that some students, faculty and administration have approached him concerning various aspects of pledging.
The President and Vice-President will be putting together a statement
for the heads of Greek organizations simply asking them to be aware
of the campus' concern about pledging practices.
• Almli of the Health Clinic task group announced that Kori Foster
was interviewed by The Anchor concerning the condom issue.
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WASHINGTON
In a further development of the Aldrich Ames spy scandal, a federal
judge approved an extension on the freeze of $2.2 million that allegedly
belong to Ames. The former CIA station chief and his Columbian wife
stand accused of espionage on behalf of the former Soviet Union and
its successor, the Russian Republic. Conservative Senators have called
forare-evaluationof theU.S.-Russianaidrelationshipif the Amescase
is not resolved to their satisfaction.

^vtuotved!

Petitions are available at the
student congress office

Announcements
• Foster expressed his concern about members leaving the meeting
early last week and asks that they show a little more courtesy and
attention.
• Plantinga announced that Tim Allen of Home Improvement was
wearing a Calvin sweatshirt on a recent episode and wondered if
congress would pitch in money to send him a Hope sweatshirt.
• Ruckert gave a follow-up to the mice incident in Phelps, explaining
that, due to law, the mice had to be put to sleep. He mentioned that the
Biology department is very upset by these actions and are asking for
any information as to who played the prank.
The next meeting wit! be March 31, 1994 at 8 p.m. in Maas
Conference.

Letters to the editor

Reader argues columnist's view of a ^Christian nation
Dear Editor
I am writing in response to Rob
Harrison's column in The Anchor
dated 3/9/94. To me, reading
Harrison's column gave me the impression that Harrison believes that
America is in fact a Christian nation, and hence, legislation concerning the expressions of Christian belief should be changed. All of this
being perpetuated by a Mississippi
governor's (KirkFordice) claim that
America is aChristian nation. Reading Harrison' s column strengthened
my vies that such legislation should
not be changed, as I will explain in
the following.
First, Harrison rallies to the defense of Fordice, declaring that
Fordice was attacked by liberals and
anti-Christians because Fordice
challenged their world view. Well,
isn't Harrison's world view challenged by such "attacks"? Also, nonChristian doesn't imply anti-Christian.
Secondly, Harrison claims the
Supreme Court declared America
as a Christian people. Yet he doesn't

cite which case, in what context, or
on what date.
Third, Harrison cites the conclusions of two, in my mind highly
questionable, polls which state 90%
of America is Christian and over
50% of Americans are bom-again
Christians. He then states that there
are other polls which support this
data, and a significant majority of
Americans are in fact Christian. I
seriously doubt the verity of these
claims. I don't believe everything I
read and would call into question
the representativeness of these polls.
Harrison then admits the term
Christian is somewhat vague, but
never really defines it himself. So
even those who claim to be Christians on his "polls" may not be.
Fifth, and I can't figure this out
myself, Harrison claims that
America doesn't exhibit a Christian
world view, but says this is not the
point. He also claims that because a
so-called majority of Americans are
so-called Christians, then this should
"weigh heavily in policy calculations", and hence America would

exhibit a world view. What's the
point here?
Lastly, Harrison concludes that
because Christians have a so-called
majority, that legislation against
Christian expression of belief should
be changed. I wonder what Harrison
would think if Satanists were a majority.
In conclusion, 1 believe Harrison
constructed a very weak argument,
based on the ineffectively substantiated claim that Christians are a majority in America, from which he
draws the uncomely conclusion that
majority should rule, and hence mix
Church and State. I believe Harrison
thinks majority should rule only
because he believes himself to be in
the majority, and wants to exert what
he thinks is right forcibly on others.
I do not think minority interests
should be ignored, because often
the minorities compiled compromise
a majority, and maybe Harrison
should think more about what he's
saying before he writes again.
Jeremy Van Ek (*96)

Students say there is no Justification for free condoms
Dear Editors:
This letter is in response to the
brewing condom controversy. I can't
believe that the school is even beginning to entertain the ideaof handing out free condoms to students
because in no way shape or form is
there any justification.
First of all, lets analyze the availability of the resource at hand. The
people who would be taking advantage of this so called "necessity"
would have to travel over to the
Health Clinic in order to pick them
up. (Unless Misner is going to start
a free room delivery network.) Now,
let's look at the location of the Columbia One Stop Store (where
condoms can be purchased) in relation to the Dow. It is just two blocks
down the road. Or, if you live on the
opposite side of campus, or don't
feel safe walking in "that terrible
part of town", there is a pharmacy
on Eighth Street where people can
purchase them also. (Notice both of
these places are within more than
reasonable walking distance from
anywhere on campus.) Additionally,
Meijers sells condoms twenty-four
hours a day. So I don't see the benefit or increased good that handing

out condoms would do.
Now my pro condom advocates
are probably saying, "well they will
be free if they are handed out at the
health clinic." Once again, there is
some faulty logic. Let's stop and
think about this situation for a moment. 1 hope it is public knowledge
that condoms are not 100% effective (in preventing pregnancy, or
STD's) and if not, Misner can give
you some free pamphlets on condom
education. So there is a chance that
people still get pregnant, or contract
an STD. Now let me ask you this, if
one cannot afford a $.50 condom,
how are they going to afford to feed
a baby? Or an abortion for that matter? Or the medical bills associated
with contracting an STD?
If these people truly think that
they can't afford condoms it's time
they tighten their belt a little bit, (In
more ways than one.) Trim there
budget a little bit. For example, drink
one less beer on the weekend, drink
one less soda during the week, quit
smoking... I don't care do one less
load of laundry... get a job! I find it
exceptionally hard to believe that
between two people they can't come
up with fifty cents per sexual ren-

dezvous. Besides, if you're big
enough to do the act, you should be
big enough to pay the bills. I don't
want one cent of my tuition money
going to finance a walking hardon's sexual habits. Not because I'm
greedy, but because I don't believe
in the cause at hand.
After taking all these points into
consideration, I find it abundantly
clear that handing out condoms on
campus is a useless exercise. Obviously, they are more than easily
accessible to the college students if
they need or want them. Thus, I am
not in favor of handing out condoms
to Hope College students, and if this
ludicrous, crazy proposal does make
it through Student Congress—I encourage President Jacobson to stick
to his guns.
Composed by:
Blair Farwell (*95)
Supported by:
Nick Dimmick (*96)
Aaron TeCroney (*96)
Rich Sturmfels ('97)
Brian McNamara (91)
Dale Furst ('97)
Chris Allen (*97)
Dan Acker ( 4 96)

We're taking a
break ourselves,
but we'll be back
with another
issue on April 6.
Don't miss it!

Dear Readers:
I spoke, and had to tell the story of
what happened to Liz Statler that night.
And deep within those thick lingering depictions
that filled the room with discoloration,
I felt.
I felt her body, her pain, her torment
being smeared on the wall.
I played the role of women
all women
joined together in a common cry,
a unified scream of anguish
which I wanted to express
and pound the stand with my fist demanding
an explanation for this common rape of women.
It effects all of us
men, women, sisters, and brothers.
I believe we all wanted to hear the verdict
GUILTY
before leaving the Maas auditorium
that confronting evening.
But that would have been too easy.
Too easy to have walked away with confidence
that our justice system really does punish
the criminals and protect the victim.
But the picture of reality was painted
for all of us instead.
Now the question is,
what are we going to do to stop the existence
of another Liz Statler, victim of sexual assault.
Liz Reynolds ( 4 95)
'fit

A good joke is a terrible thing to waste. However,
when this joke involves the livelihood of small, innocent
animals... well, it's just not funny.
A couple of pranksters let loose a batch of mice in
Phelps last Tuesday, thinking that it would be an amusing
way to stir things up. As a result of this little "prank," 1020 mice were put to sleep, hardly amusing.
There's nothing wrong with playing a practical joke
now and again. In fact, it often helps to ease the tension
during particularly stressful times of the year, such as
mid-terms or finals. But, the fine art of practical joking
requires that all consequences are taken into account.
Maybe these jokesters didn't think about what would
happen to these mice after they were let loose... mayb^
they didn't even care.
Some of you may be wondering what the big deal is.
Most mice are j ust pests anyway. We have exterminators
who kill them for a living, don't we?
Well, sure. But, when mice are indeed being pests
and causing trouble, there is sound reason to get rid of
them. However, purchasing innocent rodents for the
sheer purpose of letting them loose to be trampled to
death or caught and put to sleep ... just to get a cheap
laugh... is a different story.
The worst thing about this whole situation is not that
it was a tasteless, not to mention inhumane, joke to play,
but that it wasn't very original.
According to the international classification of
funniness, letting mice loose in the cafeteria is on the
same junior high level as plastic ice cubes with flies in
them and exploding cigars. It's been done. It's been
redone. It's been overdone.
If someone is going to take time out of their busy
schedule to engage in the art of pranking, they should at
least put a little effort into their endeavors. They should
try to come up with something new and original... not a
plot out of a cheesey sit-com from their childhood.
A good practical joke should be funny, of course, but
it should be original... and it should not be at the expense
of the defenseless.
As any experienced practical joker will tell you, part
of the rush one gets from executing the joke is the
constant fear of retaliation. As the saying goes, "Paybacks
are hell," and most die-hard jokesters count on that.
What's the chance that the ghosts of these mice will
come back someday and nail their fatal pranksters when
they least expect it?
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Comedian illuminates serious social issues
"Nay, nay! Oh contraire!"
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by Julie Blair
campus editor
Without the ordinary raunch ot most
stand-up comics, dicey comedian Bertice
Berry rocked the audience with a wealth of
one-liners and uncanny impersonations in
an almost effortless performance Saturday
night in Maas Auditorium during the second half of the Student Speaker series.
Following a stellar show by the Hope
College Gospel Choir and a somewhat
lackadaisical introduction in which frazzled
Congress Vice-President Chris Heaton
needlessly apologized for "tensions during
the night." Berry made the transition from
professor/lecturer to good time girl without
batting a lash, bounding back on stage
wearing a spikey wig and yelping like Tina
Turner in a gut-wrenching rendition of
"What's Love Got to Do With It."
Along with doctored-up jokes about bad
drivers, police officers and drooling in class.
Berry used red-hot humor to illuminate the
;
serious social issues surrounding racism

New dishwasher removes
spots and feeds farm animals
by Nina Bieliauskas
staff reporter
On Wednesday, March 16th,
Phelps will begin demolishing
the existing dishwasher and conveyor belt system.
'The dishwasher we have now
is old and outdated...a real
lemon," described Rick Balfour.
The Hobart company has been
called in frequently to repair the
existing dishwasher, a machine
which was constantly breaking
down.
The Board of Trustees has approved a remodeling job which
will cost approximately $200,000
This price is cited by Balfour as
a good investment for the college, in improving the existing
system substantially as well as
greatly reducing the need for service and repair calls.
The present conveyor bell is
going to be replaced to accommodate the new dishwasher. In
order to improve the working
conditions in the kitchen, a new
ventilation system is also going
to be installed. Assummer draws
closer, the temperature in the
kitchen can reach as high as 100
to 110 degrees Fahrenheit with
the humidity. "No one should be
asked to work in those conditions, especially in four hour
shifts/' Balfour said.
A "pulper" is also going to be
included in the price, grinding up
the left-over food into slop to be
sold to various farms as feed for
the animals. "It astonishes me, if

Grant
continued from page 1
ncluded trying to get the protein that
was cloned into the genes of the live
cell. Otherwise, whenever the cell
grows the protein is lost. Studies are
also being done to see if the new
hormone can be found anywhere
else in the body, such as the vascular
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and sexism. Better yet. she also lent listeners a game plan for breaking down stereot ypes and making attitude changes, encouraging the audience to take the time lo reach
out to one another and get to know individuals as individuals.
"You've got to have fun with the craziness," said Berry who records daily events
and potential stand-up material in what she
calls her "Pissed-off Journal."
With a "Nay. nay oh-contraire." Berry
continually emphasized the power, beauty
and silliness of being human. After all.
Berry said. "Anybody can be a star." With
a watch-this-here-I-go-again grin. Berry
chose four audience members to participate
in an impromptu lip-synch performance.
Dave Voss ('%) took the Turner wig and.
cocking the hair piece to the right, began
schwinging his hips back and forth as Berry
sang "Proud Mary" a cappella.

you think about it, about how
much food is wasted each day at
Phelps," said Hollie Busscher
C97). When students come back
from Spring Break, waste will no
longer be an issue.
Yet with the benefits come
some drawbacks. Students are
going to be asked to do a little
extra work when turning in their
trays at the end of their meal.
Before sending the tray down the
conveyor belt, each student will
be requested to separate silverware and paper from the trays.
"This will make the whole
system more efficient," says
Balfour. "This is a positive thing,
not a negative thing...we are only
asking the students to help us so
that we can help them."
Eric Foster, President of Student Congress, and Steve
Hemenway, Faculty advisor to
the Environmental Issues Group,
will be helping orientate the students to this new system.
Today Hope students will first
notice the difference at the dinner meal, as there will only be
paper plates and silverware.
Starting that day the old dishwasher is going to be cut apart
with blowtorches and removed
piece by piece to be sold as scrap.
The remodeling job is scheduled
to be completed by the time students get back from break.
T m hoping this will be accepted by the students," Balfour
said. "I hope that each one can
assist us in making the new system work."

muscle of the heart.
The results of the studies of this
new vasopressin will eventually be
published, a process which, like the
grant application process, is lengthy.
Hledin has proven with her hustle to
gain access to grant support, however, that she has the perseverance
to follow it through.

"Look here." Berry said. "White men
can dance. They just don't clap on the right
beat, that's all."
But whether you clap on the on-beat or
the off-beat, neither is really "bad," it's just
different. Berry said.
With the promise to return to Hope
within the next few weeks for a visitation
time for students. Berry finished out the
program with a reverberating a cappella
song about belief in yourself...then affectionately trounced on Chris Heaton and
Congress President Eric Foster for their
seriousness projected to the audience prior
to her comedy routine.
The audience, after three packed hours
of wily, wham-bam wit. rose to their feel
for a standing ovation.
"We gotta just be who we are." Berry
concluded. "All of us. black, white, fat,
even the hopelessly undernourished."

Berry made the transition from professor/lecturer to
good time girl without batting a lash, bounding
back on stage wearing a spikey wig and yelping like
Tina Turner in a gut-wrenching rendition of
"What's Love Got to Do With It."

Hope retains accreditation after review
Hope College's accreditation has
been continued by the Commission
on Institutions of Higher Education
of the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools.
The Commission moved in February to continue Hope's accreditation, following its comprehensive
evaluation of the college.
''We are pleased that Hope
College's accreditation has been
continued, said Dr. John H.
Jacobson, president of Hope College. "It mean that we have been
judged by our peers in higher education and found to be a college that
measures up.
Jacobson noted that because eligibility for governmental and private grants is conditional upon such
regional accreditation, its continuation was especially important to the
college.
Hope began preparing for the
evaluation during the 1990-91 aca-

demic year. Through August of
1993, a committee of Hope professors and administrators, coordinated
by Sander de Haan of the German
faculty, compiled a self-study that
examined all dimensions of the college. A visit by an outside evaluation team followed in October.
According to de Haan, while continuing Hope's accreditation was the
goal, the process itself was worthwhile.
"I think the process is a good one
because it forces you to take a good,
hard look at yourself," he said. And
if you look at it as an opportunity to
leam some important things about
yourself, to leam whatever deficiencies or needs there are, then it's a
healthy process—and I think it
"I think that's an abiding view
here at the college," de Haan said.
"You're not going to continue to be
as good as you can be if you don't
take a regular, critical look at your-

self."
The North Central Associatiorr
of Colleges and Schools, founded ii\
1895, is a voluntary membership
organization of elementary, second-*
ary and postsecondary institution^
devoted to the improvement of education through evaluation and accreditation.
^
The North Central Association
provides institutional accreditatiorf
to educational institutions in a 19>
state region, including Michigan.
The Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education accredits
postsecondary institutions.
Hope first received North Central accreditation in 1915, and has
held it continuously since. The
college's last comprehensive evaluation by North Central was during
1983-84. Hope expects to be evalu;
ated again in 2003-04.

said. "We were in our bathing suits

information for an on going basis,'J

thighs are bigger than mine' and
then she said, 'but that's bad.' I told
her 'No, no, who had you talked to,
God our Creator? God loves big
thighs, didn't you know that?' And
some day, you'll have all these little
dents in them like Aunt Bertice. He
loves big thighs. They jiggle and
make you laugh."
"But her thinking said this is different, this is bad," Berry said.
"We have these tapes that keep
playing in our heads in which we
keep learning and releaming this

Why? Because we live in a racist
sexist, ageist society. That is j
given."
But if tenacious, we can repro1
gram ourselves to think differently.
We need to keep in mind the whole
individual when making a judgmenf.
"Start with you," Berry said
"Start questioning your own
presense, your own messages, youf
own unwillingness to accept divert
sity. Once you start erasing your
tape, start replacing it with something correct."
*

Berry

—Hope College News Service#

continued from page 1 one day and she said 'Wow, your Berry said. "None of us are exempt.
anymore," Berry said. "So today we
spend more time being politicaly
correct than we do being correct,"
Berry said.
We are often afraid of diversity
because we haven't been exposed to
it and thus we dislike it because it is
unlike what we've encountered before. The next step after recognizing
diversity is to explore it through
questioning. From there, we can
leam that "different" can be good.
"I have a nine year old niece who
thinks her thighs are too big," Berry

UNcontinued from page 1
group work because the student
jury actually gets to ask questions
about the case after it is presented,"
said Chief Justice Dan Brady C95).
"In fact, this question and answer
session takes up almost two hours,
which is great because it really gives
the participants a chance to dig into

the issue." By the end of the conference the ICU had decided that Russia should have ownership of the
Kurile Island because Japan signed
a treaty in 1951 giving up the islands.
Hope College is one of the three
universities in the state, and one of

over 150 universities in the countr^.
to hold an annual Model UN conference. Hope College Model UN is
also among the oldest as it has run
for 22 years.
*
t
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Souls stirred and moved A&E
by religious production j a z z ensemble will perform
by Wesley T. White
guest reporter
The Choice, a production that
took place last weekend at First
Methodist Church was an amazing
example of the great things that can
be accomplished when Hope Col-lege and the community work together.
Audience
members were
moved from
smiles to tears
and back again,
by the realism
and emotional
power generated
by the cast's superb performances. Audience
member Jenine DeRidder
was so overwhelmed that
all she could say about the
show was, "It made me cry."
The Choice, written by
Robert and Cindy Sterling
and directed by Mantu Joshi
('95), is a musical set during
the end of Jesus Chrisfs ministry,
While following some of the
major events of Christ's ministry,
e.g.. His Sermon on the Mount,
miracles of healing, the cleansing of
the temple in Jerusalem, and His
betrayal, crucifixion, and resurrection, a total of almost one thousand
people also watched a Roman soldier named Marcus, played by Paul
Chamness ('91), eventually decide
to desert the army and follow his
savior, Jesus.
Michelle Brinks, a witness to
Saturday's performance, could describe the show only by saying,"The
musical's realism made it very powerful." Simply put, souls were stirred
and moved beyond words by this
musical,

r

Howard Gould, a member of First
United Methodist Church and the
actor who portrayed Jesus said, "The
audience was there... eye contact
was there until 1 stood on Pilot's
platform and then, nothing!" Indeed, it was hard to watch as Jesus
was sentenced to death by Pilot while
the crowd cried out for His execution.
Pamela Shippy
('94), another audience member,
commented on the
sentencing saying,
"... even though
you know Jesus is
the Christ, you
wonder if you would be
one of the crowd crying out'crucify him!'
if Jesus came back
today."
The audience
s could not help but
feel that they were
right in the heart of
Jerusalem as they reveled
in Jesus'sweet words of salvation to
the crowds and felt the burning of
tears welling up in their eyes as the
Roman soldiers nailed Jesus to the
cross.
Perhaps the most spectacular
scene of the performance, however,
was when the stone in front of Jesus'
three-day-old tomb rolled away during a deafening, subwoofer-generated earthquake and thunderstorm,
An angel, played by Heidi Bronkema
('97), emerged out of the back-lit,
fog-filled tomb and asked, through
ethereal song, why people were
searching for a living Jesus among
the dead.
With one last song in the streets
of Jerusalem, the show ended to a
well-deserved standing ovation.

Irish music makes for
much St. Patty's day fun
by Brent Vander Kolk
music reviewer
Honestly, does anyone look
forward to St. Patrick's Day?
I personally, can never remember what day it's on. I'm
also not sure what St. Patrick's
Day is celebrated for. I
understand people with
Irish heritage celebrating their native country, but what about the
rest of us?
Maybe there is no
reason except the excuse to drink green
beer that looks like it came from
a swamp. That may be the reason, but I think St. Patrick deserves something more meaningful. That is why from this day
forward St Patrick's Day will be
a day for me to take time to
appreciate all of the fine bands
the litde island of Ireland gave to
my humble homeland.
Ireland has given us numerous bands but I'll limit my profile to two.
The first is the most popular
band in Ireland and in the world,
none other than U2. U2 is considered to be the best band of the
eighties and they are laying a
strong claim on the nineties too.

I could write a book on trivial U2
information but I'll save you the
pain and hardship. In return, all
you have to do is play a little U2
on St. Patty's Day and all will be
well.
Secondly, if you are looking
for a true dose of Ireland you
need to look no further
than The Pogues. Their
blend of Irish pub
music is the perfect
background to a mug
of green beer. The
happy melodies will
take you through the
holiday on a wave. I
don't think a specific
Pogues album is necessary, all of
their albums will bring Ireland to
you.
I may be ignorant but I'm
really not sure what one is supposed to do on St. Patrick's Day.
I realize if you're Irish you can
celebrate your country's heritage,
but again, what do the rest of us
do?
Many resort to wearing green
and joining the Irish bandwagon.
Maybe they have got the right
idea. However, if that isn't up
your alley, you can always jam to
great Irish bands like I do. Then
you'll can be an integral part of
the Irish celebration.

Save a tree. Recycle The Anchor.

with award winning trumpeter
Trumpetarlist Allen Vizzutti will
perform with the 20 member Hope
College Jazz Ensemble, directed by
faculty member Brian Coyle, on
Wednesday, March 16, at 8 p.m. in
Dimnent Chapel. Vizzutti will also
lead a clinic/masterclass on Wednesday, March 16, at 4:30 p.m. in
Wichers Auditorium of Nykerk Hall
of Music.
Vizzutti's visit is sponsored by
the Hope College Jazz Studies Department in conjunction with the
college's Cultural Affairs Comittee
and Yamaha Corporation.
Vizzutti has visited 30 countries,
some many times, to perform with a
variety of artists and ensembles, including orchestras in Tokyo, Germany, Phoenix, Rochester, Buffalo,
St. Louis, Milwaukee, Edmonton
and Honolulu, among others. He
has been on national television in
Germany, Poland, England, Sweden, Brazil, Canada, Japan and the
United States.
He has given solo performances
at the Hollywood Bowl, Carnegie
Hall, Newport Jazz Festival, Aspen
Music Festival, Live Under the Sky
in Japan, Israel Music Festival, Banff
Center for Performing Arts,
Montreaux Jazz Festival, Teton
Music Festival, International Trumpet Guild and many national educational organizations. Thomas
Stevens, principal with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, called him "one
of the greatest trumpet soloists of
our time..."
While living in Los Angeles,
Calif., Vizzutti performed on 100
motion picture soundtracks, including Back to the Future, Star Trek,
The Black Stallion,Rocky II, Poltergeist II, Fire Fox, Sudden Impact,
10, Under the Cherry Moon, Broadcast News, The Electric Horseman
and 1941. He has performed on television shows, commercials and
record albums with stars such as
Frank Sinatra, Barbara Streisand,
Prince, Neil Diamond, the Tonight
Show Band and Michael Tilson

PR Photo

TOOT YOUR HORN: International trumpet artist Allen
Vizzutti will share his fine music at Hope College on
Wednesday March 16 at 8 p.m. In Dimnent Chapel.
Thomas, as well as on four albums
with Woody Herman and three albums with Chick Corea.
His solo jazz recordings include
"Allen Vizzutti"; "Red Metal";
"Live in Montreaux," with the
Eastman Jazz Ensemble; "Rainbow," released in Japan and Sweden; and "Double Focus," a classical/jazz mixture released in Japan.
His classical solo recordings include
"The Versatility of Allen Vizzutti,"
on Golden Crest Records.
As artist in residence, Vizzutti

has taught at the Eastman School of
Music, the banff Center of Performing Arts, Kansas State University,
the University of Washington, West
Texas Stale University and the
Skidmore Jazz Institute, in the disciplines of classical and jazz performance and composition. He is currently a professor of trumpet at the
Hochschule
Fuer
Kuenste/
Trompeten-Akademie in Germany.
The public is invited lo both
events and admission is free.
—Hope College News Service

Faculty tenor adds a touch of romance to recital
entire audience with his tenderness
and quality of longing in the final,
climatic line of lovers' satisfaction:
The Hope College Faculty Re- "I await you, come, and make my
cital Series continued last Sunday in happiness!" Schubert's mastery of
Wichers Auditorium, featuring mu- composition and lyricism impelled
sic by Ernest Bloch, Franz Schubert, the composer Franz Liszt tocall him
John Verrall and Pablo de Sarasate. "the most poetic musician that ever
was.
The finest feature
The recital
Other performers inin the recital was tenor
featured
cluded trumpeter Brian
Stuart Sharp's interCoyle, Hope's newest mupretation of Schubert's
music by
sic faculty member, persong
cycle
Bloch,
forming the 20th century
"Schwanengesang,"a
Schubert,
piece "Proclamation for
German lied which
Trumpet and Orchestra" by
Verall and
employs themes of
the Swiss-American comlove and longing, the
de Sarasate.
poser Emest Bloch with piabeauty of nature and
the transience of human happiness, nist Came Terpstra. The piece beSimilar lieder were popular during gins with heavy, dissident chords on
the late 18th century during the up- the piano accompanying a proudly
surge of lyric poetry that marked the gallant, but simple melody-line on
rise of German Romanticism.
the trumpet that is characterized by
Schubert's song contains six arpeggios and mellow, drawn-out
separate movements that express an notes.
eloquence and freshness of feeling . The energy in the piano, an orthrough lines such as: "Slender tree- chestral reduction, persists throughtops stir and whisper in the moon's out the piece even when the tone of
light; ofany betrayer, hostile, listen- the work becomes deeply sullen,
ing, have no fear, my love." Al- Coyle, on the other hand, played
though the piece maintains a con- with reserved staunchness, contrasttinuing attraction to melancholy and ing with the vigor of the piano,
loss, the final Serenade ends in a
Next, Verrall s Sonata for Hom
major key with impelling, magical and Piano," written in 1941, was
lyricism, where Sharp touched the played by homist Thorn Working

by Sufjan Stevens
staff reporter

and pianist Roberta Kraft. The piece
contains
a
restrained
Pastoral: Allegretto with a free-flowing melody that continually surfaces
from clusters of brisk, dissident
chords on the piano. The short, expressive Nocturne: Andante contrasts with the final Vivace, which
has a brisk, controlled meter, serial
elements and subtle hints of jazz
hidden within the atonal piano gestures. Working conquered a piece
that is challenging for technique and
patience.
Ending the concert was a work
for two violins by de Sarasate,
"Navarra," Op. 33, featuring Mihai
and Deborah Craioveanu and pianist Joan Conway.
The piece has a dramatic opening "overture" with the two violins
harmonizing in the upper register
with brisk arpeggios.
The piece excelled its expectations when the Craioveanus further
displayed their virtuosity by
pizzicatoing on the left hand while
simultaneously strumming the
strings with the other. The flying
scales in harmony and the repeated
3/4 accompaniment piano were almost too playful. Nevertheless, the
Craioveanus remained reserved and
straight-faced throughout each fanciful, chirping theme in the piece.
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(above), Liz Pither and Nathaniel
Buckley in "Moonswing." The piece featured ballrom dancing,
(left). Visiting dancer Jerry Bevington performs part of tils
piece in a red camisole.
(below). Kathleen Dominiak s Brittany Tyler, and
Kathryn Sweeterman dance with large plastic spheres in "Atmo-Sphere."
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Rebecca Patenheimer
forms a cross figure in "Remember Me," an
abstract interpretation of the Last Supper.
by Hcalhci M u m b y
cditor-in-chief
O n c e again, H o p e ' s d a n a ' d e p a r t m e n t put together a spectacular
array of pieces for their a n n u a l show M a r c h 10, 11 and 12 in the
DeWitt Theatre.
Dance 2 0 m e s m e r i z e d a u d i e n c c m e m b e r s with styles ranging from
m o d e m ballet to ballroom d a n c i n g
T h e a d d e d touches of props and special lighting m a d e the e v e n i n g
o n e of m a g i c and fantasy. Special guest a p p e a r a n c e s by f o r m e r Hope
d a n c e students c o m p l i m e n t e d those of current students without
o v e r s h a d o w i n g their p e r f o r m a n c e s .
T h e e v e n i n g began with an abstract interpretation of the Last S u p p e r
entitled " R e m e m b e r M e . " D a n c e r s m o v e d frantically across the stage,
exhibiting both high energy and high e m o t i o n , in their rag-tag tie-dyed
c o s t u m e s . At the end of what l o o k e d like an exhausting n u m b e r , one
d a n c e r remained on stage, ami • outstretched, crucifiction style, as the
lights extinguished.
F o l l o w i n g this serious piecc w a s a p e r f o r m a n c e by Hope a l u m n u s
Jerry L. Bevington ( 7 7 ) entitled "At the C r o s s r o a d s , " which e v o k e d
m u c h laughter f r o m the a u d i e n c e . It depicted o n e m a n ' s internal
struggle with his o w n sexuality. He began by strutting around the stage
in circles looking very manly. T h e n , a silky red dress d e s c e n d e d from
the ceiling and he gracefully p r a n c e d around the stage, s w i n g i n g his
skirt to and fro.
B e v i n g t o n ' s p l a y f u l n u m b e r w a s f o l l o w e d by an eerie piece about
Slavic spirits of forests and water, or " V i l a s . " T h e s t a g e
was

Kim Karpanty and David Matiano perform
together in "Naked Waters "

See D A N C E page 12

"Remember Me," choreographed by Dawn Mclllhargey,
featured eight dancers in costuming and lighting remeniscent of the 60's.
V- . - J
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From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling
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National Champs!... Almost
tional championship in the 100-yard
and 200-yard backstroke events,
establishing a Division III record of
The Hope College women's :56.67 in the 100 yard backstroke.
swim team ended their season in the Looman finished with seven Allmost impressive of manners, as American performances and was
they finished second at the NCAA second in balloting for Division 111
Division III championships, held last Swimmer of the Year.
Hope also grabbed another naweekend in Williamstown, Mass.
The Flying Dutch, coached by tional record in the 200-yard relay.
John Patnott, capped off their most Susan Looman(backstroke), freshsuccessful season ever, capturing man Megan Hunter(breaststroke),
four national championships and senior Dawn Hoving(butterfly),and
posting 19 All-American perfor- senior Sarah DeWitt(freestyle) finmances, good enough to qualify as ished with an unparallaled time of
the best finish ever by an MIAA 1:46.58.
Hoving and DeWitt both ended
entrant.
Kenyon College of Ohio claimed their swimming careers in excepthe national championship with tional fashion. Hoving provided
595.5 points. It was their 11th con- five Ail-American performances,
secutive national title. Hope placed including silver medal finishes in
second with a school record 408.5 the 100 and 200 yard butterfly.
DeWitt also tallied five All-Ameripoints.
Hope has now been among the can performances.
The nationals also featured a
nation's top ten Division III
women's programs eight of the last unique display, as sisters Susan and
Sara Looman ('97), finished onenine years.
Susan Looman ('97) won the na- two in the 100 yard backstroke. It is

by Jim Riekse
staff reporter

Let the games begin
"We're havin' a party."
—Rod Stewart
Well, we've been through a
lot this past week. Thrilling
victories, heart-breaking
losses, Bobby Knight, Dick
Vitale and every dream of
those teams wanting to be part
of the 64 most important teams
in the country. The NCAA
Tournament is here!
At high noon tomorrow, all
the hype ends and all the
games begin and if four teams
are well prepared enough to
play the greatest basketball of
their lives, they will reach
Charlotte, North Carolina in a
couple of weeks.
The Final Four.
However, as I alluded to (in
a previous column), the most
fun that a college basketball
fan can have come tourney
time is but one thing.
Prognostication.
You know, the same thing
that Dick Vitale and Billy
Packer and every sports type
journalist subjects us to until
the tournament is all but over.
The filling out of the
brackets!
Who will win, who will
lose, what the big upset will
be, and who are the four teams
above all that are going
dancing al the National
Championship ball.
This season might be the
first in over ten years that there
are no clear cut favorites in the
tournament. As Dick Vitale
would say "IT'S WIDE OPEN
BABEEEP
A Cheap Seat view into the
NCAA Tournament:
The East.
The Big Teams: (I) North
Carolina, (2) UCONN, (3)
Florida, (4) Temple.
Long Shots: (5) Indiana,
(6) Nebraska, (10) George
Washington.
Upset Games: (12) Ohio
U. over (5) Indiana, (10) G.W.
over (7) U.A.B.
Sweet 16: (1) N. Carolina
vs. (4) Temple, (3) Florida vs
(10) G.W.
Final 4 Team: (1) N.
Carolina.
North Carolina's probably
the only team other than
George Washington to be
peaking at the start of the
tournament. Indiana is pretty
banged up and might not make
it to the Temple game.
Connecticut is good, but how
good?
The Southeast.

The Big Teams: (1)
Purdue, (2) Duke, (3) Kentucky, (4) Kansas.
Long Shots: (7) Michigan
St., (8) Providence, (12)
Charleston (S.C.).
Upset Games: (12)
Charleston over (5) Wake
Forest, (13) Tenn.-Chatta. over(4) Kansas.
Final 4Team: (I) Purdue.
Purdue's Glenn Robinson
seems to be on a mission,
Kentucky is the only other
Final 4 candidate in this
region. Charleston blew out
Alabama by 22 earlier in year.
The West.
The Big Teams: (I)
Missouri, (2) Arizona, (3)
Louisville, (4) Syracuse.
Long Shots: (5) California,
(8) Cincinnati, (12) Wisconsin-Green Bay.
Upset Games: (11) S.
Illinois over (6) Minnesota.
Final 4 Team: (5) California.
Probably the weakest
region, I like the way Jason
Kidd controls Cal, although
Wisconsin-GB is tough.
Purdue's Gene Keady said "I
don't want to face them
(Wisc.-G.B.)." Louisville is
only other team playing
strong.
The Midwest.
The Big Teams: (1)
Arkansas, (2) UMASS, (3)
' Michigan, (4) Oklahoma St.
Long Shots: (5) UCLA, (6)
Texas.
« Upset Games: (12) Tulsa
over (5) UCLA, (10) Maryland
over (7) St. Louis.
Final 4 Team: (2)
UMASS.
Lots of strong teams,
UMASS has been tough all
year, Arkansas can put a lot of
points on the board, Michigan
could stumble against Texas in
possible second round matchup but has experience to win.
Final 4: Purdue over N.
Carolina, UMASS over
California.
National Champion:
Purdue. (For my Grandfather). Purdue over UMASS
75-67.
Who knows? Maybe North
Carolina will repeat, the Fab
Four will finally get it done, or
Arkansas will outscore
everybody.
That's what makes the
NCAA Tournament so much
fun.

Hope Sports This Week:
SOFTBALL:

MEN'S TENNIS:

W O M E N ' S TENNIS:

Tues. March 29, 3 p.m.

Wed. March 30, 3 p, m .

Wed. March 30, 3 p.m.

FERRIS STATE

* ALBION

*at Albion

Thurs. March 3 1 , 3 p.m.

Fri. April 1, 3 p.m.

Fri.-Sat. April 1-2,

• a t Alma

G R A N D RAPIDS

at DePauw

Wed. April 6, 3:30 p.m.

Tues. April 5, 3 p.m

Tues. April 5, 3 p.m.

•ADRIAN

*at Calvin

•CALVIN

TRACK:

BASEBALL:

Wed. March 30, 2:30 p.m.

Thurs. March 3 1 , 4 p.m.

SOUTHWESTERN

• a t Aquinas

Sat. April 2, 12:30 p.m.

Sal. April 2, 1 p.m.

•at Calvin

at Grand Rapids Baptist

= MIAA opponent
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the first time in the history of the
nationals that sisters have ever finished one-two in an event.
Another swim team sibling,
Kristen Hoving ('96) was an AilAmerican four limes, and captured
a silver and bronze in the 1,650 and
500 yard freestyle events.
Everyone of Hope's ten swimmers was an All-American. Megan
Hunter ('97) was an All -American
Ihree times, Denice Masselink ('96)
was an All-American on two relays,
and Jennifer Noorman('94), Teresa
Kirkland ('96), and Dana Homer
('97) wereeach Ail-Americans once.
The performance al nationals
rounded out an incredible season for
Hope as they went undefeated in
their dual meets, established 11
school records, seven MIAA marks
and set two national records.
Hope will send another large delegation to the NCAA Division III
men's nationals. The Flying Dutchmen have qualified 10 members to
compete March 17-19 at Williams
College.

Runners improving with hard work
by Nina Bieliauskas
staff reporter
The Hope College track team
began its season on February 11
with an indoor meet at Grand Valley. The Flying Dutchmen took a
respectable fifth place in women's
and sixth place in men^s among 14
teams participating.
Alicia Elmore ('94 captain) took
second place in the 15,000 meter
and Michelle Neel ('96) reached for
and grabbed second in the 5,000
meter. The men also showed some
energy as was displayed in Nick
Ward ('96) who won first in men's
shot-put. Hope beat two of their
local contenders in that meet, both
Albion and Alma.
Hope's track team has been facing some difficulties these past few
weeks as the weather has been unmerciful. It has been "Challenging
to get the work done," said Donna
Eaton, one of Hope's track coaches,
"(the) core of the team has been
working hard in spite of the weather."
Members of the team have been
spotted sweating and panting on the
treadmill, the stationary bicycles,
out on the track, and out in the
streets in order to be ready for the
season.
Their goals are set high this year
in conjunction with a large number
of good team members. The women
hope to keep their placement of second in the conference, with the only
real threat coming from Calvin, who
is looking very strong this year. The
men are looking to move up in those
same standings. Hope also hopes to
send as many people from the team
to Nationals as possible. "I am
confident that a number will qualify
for 'Nats,'" explained Eaton.
On the 24th of this month, the
Hope track team will be enjoying
some fun in the sun as the Clemson
relays begin at Clemson University,
and following that, the Florida relays at Florida University. They

CTXIi^i
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Dutch gear up for '94 season.
will be testing their abilities against
athletes of all divisions in both colleges and Universities; I, II and III.
Eaton is confident that Hope will
show well, "We've got athletes on
our team that are very good in our
division."
The 30th will be the first home
meet of the season at 2:30 that afternoon. South Western Michigan
Community College will be the one
to beat, and Grand Valley & Ferris

^

, Vt!

*

« i

Anchoc archive photo

will also be here. On the 20th of
April, Hope will be hosting another
meet, this time with Albion, and the
Dutchmen are going to have to give
their all as Albion has some good
women and strong men on their track
team.
All students are encouraged to
come and cheer on the athletes of
Hope's team. "There is jumping,
running, throwing....something of
every interest for the fan," said Eaton.

For up-to-date Hope College Sports action call the
Hope Sports Hotline: 394-7888

my! T h e A n c h o r ' s latest a n d greatest contest has arrived. Just follow the simple rules below a n d you could win

A SHINEY NEW
$15 DOLLAR CREDIT TO THE KLETZ IN UNITED STATES CURRENCY!!!
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No Blarney: Saint
Paddy's Day is fun Living Cheap in Holland
Spring Break in Holland, MI
thing funny, look in record stores
for a rare recording of Irish comedian, Hal Roach. The epitome of
What's your fancy? An Irish mint Irish humor, he will crack you up
cappuccino at JP's Coffee and with his thick accent and comedy
Espresso Baron 8th Street? A Sham- which appeals to all ages. The best
rock shake at McDonalds? Green thing about listening to Hal is that
beer at Calypsos, in the Holiday hisjokes are easy to remember; later
Inn? Saint Patrick's Day is Thurs- you can impress your friends with
day,March 17—how are you going some genuine Irish hilarity.
to celebrate?
Fm probably going out to the
"Actually. I don't
bar and drinking
have any plans," says
green beer!" says
May the
Molly O'Rourke (*94).
Derek Prentice
blessings
of
"But I always wear
(494).
green on St. Patrick's
Are you inspired
Saint Patrick be
Day."
yet? If not, how
yours
People show their
about watching the
throughout
the
St. Paddy's Day spirit
St. Patrick's Day
in many different ways.
year; may this
parade live from
Wearin'o'the green is
New York City?
symbol of the
always a popular way
Also, Clock Tower
shamrock
to
to get involved, espeAccents,on the coryou be ever
cially if you don't want
ner of River and 8th
to get pinched. For
Street, is having a
dear.
those outgoing types, a
sale—now through
—Anonymous
"Kiss Me, I'm Irish"
Saturday, you can
button would get a lot
receive 15 percent
of attention. How about whistling off anything green in the store,
in the shower while soaping up with
You're probably wondering what
fresh "Irish Spring"? Eating "Lucky the big deal is surrounding St.
Charms" will help you start out the Patrick's Day. Who ever made this
day with the feeling of actually be- up anyway?
ing in Ireland.
In late eighteenth century, the
"We always have corned beef people of Ireland chose the color
and cabbage," says Melissa green, the shamrock, and Saint
O'Connor ( t 96).
Patrick to symbolize their separate
Looking for something to do identity as a nation, and started celthat's a bit more original? Dive into ebrating Saint Patrick and his "misthe pot of gold at the end of the sion" on every March 17. When
rainbow; get cultured, Ireland-style, independence was won in 1922, only
Read an inspiring poem from Will- the color green was adopted as part
iam Butler Yeats, or a speech from of the new state's official
Edmund Burke. Martin Sheen ichnography, but St. Patrick's Day
starred in a good movie called Da, became an official national holiday
and we are all familiar with Tom in Ireland.
Cruise and Nicole Kidman who
No one really knows how the
starred in Far and Away. An excel- Irish started to associate St. Patrick
lent movie with an even better with nationalism. Actually, St.
soundtrack is The Commitments, Patrick was British. We can only
about an aspiring Irish band trying guess how the Irish chose him over
to make it big with the sounds of other bishops or countrymen. Yet,
Motown. The Drovers, The Chief- he became their patron saint during
tains. Black 47 and U2 are some the fifth century, and March 17 was
other great Irish bands.
"
If you really want to hear someSee P ADDY page 11
by Jamie Kalmbaugh
staff reporter

Lacrosse women hold their own
by Jodi McFarland
staff reporter
Lacrosse is fast-paced and demanding—a great spectator sport.
A lesser known fact about lacrosse
at Hope is that it is also co-ed.
This year three women, with an
undecided fourth, make up the female side to Hope's Lacrosse club,
and as far as fourth year teammate
and team organizer Matt Verbaan
('94) can recall, that's more women
than ever before. Sue Checklick
('97), Brooke Sheldon ('96), and
Shari Achterhof ('95) are the women
of lacrosse, holding their own along
with about 27 men.
"They're not treated differently
on the grass," said Verbaan. "It's a
lacrosse team with individuals, and
some just happen to be girls."
Lacrosse was nothing new lo
Achterhof, who played two years of
women's lacrosse in high school,
joining the lacrosse team here al
Hope her freshman year.
"When I go out there I don't
expect to be treated any differently,
and I'm not," Achterhof said. "I've
gotten hit pretty hard a couple times,
but I get back up."
Like many of the male team members, Brooke Sheldon had never
played lacrosse before coming to
Hope. She considers it to be "defi-

nitely worth the investment" of lime
and money for dues and equipment.
The policy of the team is that if a
person comes to the practices, then
they will get time to play.
"I hope they'll put me in because
I could be an asset to the team, and
not because they feel like they have
to because I'm a woman," said
Checklick, a rookie this year.
The appeal of lacrosse to these
three woman varies. Achterhof likes
the challenge of it, adding that she is
a competitive person by nature.
Sheldon joined to gel lo know new
people.
"I went lo an Army lacrosse game
and thought it was interesting, so I
wanted to try it," said Checklick.
As of now, the lacrosse team
practices three nights a week from
II pm to 1 am, because it is the only
time available for the Dow, but after
spring break the time will switch to
4 to 6 pm, because then they will be
able to practice outside.
"Just being at the practices shows
their commitment," said Verbaan.
"We all get better together."
The first game of the season will
be April 6 at home, when the team
will face off against Western's lacrosse club.
"We encourage fans to come,"
said Verbaan. "It's a fun sport to
watch."

cards ones with pictures that don't yourself when you think of spendrepresent any particular location. Or ing spring break in Holland, and
find old postcards that were sent to if none of the above plans seem
When you hear about the you from down south, white out the like they will work for you, simSpring Break plans of tho^e previous messages and insert your ply tune out and pretend the week
around you, do you feel yourself own. When pulling off either type of isn't really happening. Sleep as
becoming increasingly bitter? Do postcard sending you are going to late as you possibly can and when
you feel the need to slap those run into the problem of them being you wake up don't even think
who purchase a newspaper every postmarked in West Michigan. about getting into the shower and
morning just to check the weather Never fear. Just say that you meant don't even joke about shaving.
in Florida and then say to you, to send them from your vacation Wear all black and juice up the
"duuuuuuude, 11 more days and spot but the stamps in you wallet batteries on the ol' Walkman so
I'll be relaxin' in the 75 degree melted due to the extreme heat so you can listen to "The Wall"
sun!" If so, there is a good chance you had to buy new stamps and send over and over for the whole week.
Then, go directly to Skiles Tavthat you are among the few and your postcards from the airport.
Plan Two: Use Your break to ern—do not pass go, do not colproud who are (drum roll please)
staying in Holland for Spring do something noble. Although this lect $200. This is your perfect
plan may not seem as exciting, it can opportunity to try drinks which
Break!
Even though it may feel like be very rewarding. What you need you are "just not sure what they
some sort of inhumane torture, lo do is spend your Spring Break taste like." Just a side note too—
by following one of the plans helping others. Find out where in if you get into this foreign drink
below, you can make it through 7 the community your help is needed sampling you may want to stop
days in the Windmill City—with (Evergreen Commons, CASA, lo- at Sam's grocery on your way
no other college aged people any- cal churches, etc.) and then let them home and see how many crazy,
where. Really, you can. How- know that you are willing to donate zany new combination drinks you
ever, it may require just a little bit your time. And then when all your can come up with using only
more dinero than we usually like friends return glowing from the their limited selection of mixers.
Another fun activity at Skiles
to spend as "living cheapers," warmth of the sun, you will be glowbut hey, you are on vacation—go ing from the warmth of your heart! is pool. Since you have already
Flan Three: Use your break to decided to withdraw from the
crazy.
Plan One: Lie and say you get ahead/catch up with school reality of your situation this
did go south. In order to pull this work. This is probably the least would be a great lime lo pretend
off you need three things: a tan, entertaining of all four plans but if that you are a pro pool shark and
souvenir-look clothing, and post- you have a lot of self-control, it that hanging out in bars and shootcards. First, buy a tanning pack- could prove to be very beneficial. ing pool is your job—thai way
age at a local salon. Then, buy Look at your syllabi and find things you could rationalize spending a
bright colors so you can tie dye that you could do in advance like 40 hour "work week" al Skiles.
Whatever il is you decide lo
your tee-shirts. Then, you too reading, papers, or projects. Then,
can wear neon for the entire first when your pals return from sunning do for your big, bad vacation
weeks back at school like so many their buns and start to dig into their days in Holland remember that il
"I-just- went- down- southers" school work you can spend your is only seven days and you can
evenings reading travel brochures deal with just about anything for
have a tendency to do.
seven days —even rain and 40
Postcards will be a little tricky, and planning for next year's trip.
Plan Four: Spend a week in degree weather.
but you have a couple options.
You could send ambiguous post- denial. If you are absolutely beside
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor

Body piercing presents new options for expression
by Cynthia Voorhees
staff reporter
"YOU PUT A RING THROUGH
VOUR WHAT?!?" is the resounding call many people hear after deciding to take the plunge into the
world of body piercing. While it
might have seemed popular only
among hard core punks just a few
years ago, nose, navel, nipple and
other sorts of body pierces are increasingly prevalent.
Although the practice of body
piercing may be somewhat strange
and new to our society, the roots of
the practice reach back to ancient
times in other cultures. Royal Ancient Egyptians pierced their navels
to express their high social standing. Many other African cultures
continue to practice "gauging up" a
process in which progressively
larger rings are used in order to
stretch the body part in which they
are placed.
Fortunately, you won't have to
voyage the thousands of miles to
Africa for a piercing appointment;
the farthest you'll have to travel is
Eighth Steet in Holland. Mardee
Sytsma of Innovations Salon has
recently started a practice of "Limited Body Piercing." While she
won't pierce genitals or nipples, she
often pierces noses, navels, and the
cartilage of the ear. Price is established according to the difficulty of
the operation: navels cost $30, eyebrows and noses cost $25, while the
cost of an upper ear cartilage piercing is just S20.

Why are people now piercing
more than just their ears? For a
variety of reasons. Among the lop
reasons are claiming independence,
liking the decoration or adornment
of the body, and expressing oneself.
Eroticism is also a factor. Piercing
the penis has been known lo increase sexual pleasure during the
first two weeks after the procedure.
Whatever the benefits of these
operations, piercing can have its
drawbacks. According to
Sytsma, "The amount
of physical trouble
stemming from a
piercing relates
directly to the
quality of the
piercing salon
or
piercer- if
the right
procedures
aren't
carried
out, problems can occur." In
order
to avoid these problems, Mardee
and other clean piercers avoid using
guns.
Because these guns pierce with
jewelry instead of a hollow needle,
the guns themselves are often not
properly sterilized. Simply using
rubbing alcohol between patients
cannot block the spread of hepatitis
and other diseases.
Another disadvantage to piercing is infection. "A good piercer
will use rings instead of studs.

They're easier to clean and their
shape is beneficial in spreading the
necessary ointment to fight infection," said Sytsma. Pierced noses
are probably of the greatest risk to
infection. A lack of heavy blood
flow through the end of the nose
makes it an extremity which is hard
for the immune system lo reach.
Although the spread of disease
and infection are important points to
consider when receiving a piercing,
certain myths simply aren't true.
Many customers around the
country are often denied a
pierce in their upper ear
cartilage because of the
popular assumption
that hitting a
certain nerve
upon piercing
can cause a
chest-down paralysis. According to Sytsma, this denial
of services is caused simply by "nasty rumors." She
goes on to say that piercing of this
area with a gun instead of a hollow
needle could cause a buildup of scar
tissue, and eventually a collapse of
the ear cartilage. Finding a quality
salon and piercer is most definitely
beneficial.
Although body piercing seems
as if it might be extremely painful,
Sytsma says ". . . it's sort of like
stubbing your toe."
To help her patients through an
unusually painful piercing, she uses

See PIERCE page 11
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Impressions
Rob Harrison
"It's not a pretty picture (don't look away)" — Steve Scott
1 passed the time the past few
weeks following arguments in the
paper, fishing for column topics.
The thing that struck me hardest
was also the most recent to catch
my attention.
I found Nick DrzaTs letter
quite thought-provoking. I appreciated the challenge he issued
to all of us, the challenge of someone waking up to fight the nightmares rather than merely sleeping through them, as too many
do. It is too easy to be numbed
and detached by the endless flow
of pain and horror from the world
around us.
It sounds to me like the mock
trial succeeded in shattering that
detachment, at least for one person. His effort to communicate
his experience stands as a rebuke
to those of us who allow the sheer
enormity of evil to overwhelm us
into doing nothing about it.
It is evil, make no mistake
about it. Our modem thought, in

removing the inconvenient boulders
of absolute morality from the field
of life, has not merely made life
simpler and more comfortable. It
has also deprived us of anything
with which to build walls against
our darker selves. We remove the
old rules and social sanctions about
sex, and what do we get? Epidemics
of divorce, rape, STDs, and AIDS,
among other things. This is not to
say that we had a golden age before—there are no golden ages—
but we must realize that if we tear
down the walls, we can't choose
who comes through the gap.
The sad thing is that we as a
society were warned that this would
happen. The Marquis deSade Stands
as a particularly egregious example.
De Sade understood that once God
is removed from the picture and
absolute morality rejected, all we
are left with is nature—nature is all.
He followed this to its logical conclusion lo declare, "Whatever is, is
right." On this basis, he justified his
revolting perversion; he had the

strength to do what he did, therefore
he was right to do so. We can
persecute him for his conclusion,
but we cannot defeat it from a relativistic framework. Either morals
are absolute, or they are relative;
either some things are absolutely
wrong, or nothing is. We don't have
any other options.
1 was also struck by DrzaT s com ment, "Or maybe we think to ourselves that 'God' will somehow intervene." I think this speaks to a
basic failure of understanding on
the part of much of the American
church. We assume that as Christians, we get to go on much as we
ever have. As Chuck Westerman
has noted, we trot out the Mother
Theresas of this world "to make us
feel all warm and gushy inside that
someone on Our Religious Team is
holding up the side while the rest of
us take care of Real World business." We don't have that option.
We are called "lo turn [ourselves]
over lo God, heart and soul, mind
and strength, lock, slock, and VISA

account."
The reason for this is that
Drzal's apparently cynical comment cuts close to the heart of the
matter. God does want to intervene, and he will do so—if we
cooperate. When Christ walked
among us, God worked through
his hands and voice, and he
chooses lo work in the same way
today. The difference is that his
hands and voices today are the
hands and voices of his people.
(When Paul called the church the
body of Christ, he was not being
metaphorical—he meant it literally. Chew on that for a while
and see where il gets you.)
Drzal's letter stands as a challenge lo all who name the name
of Christ on this campus and in
this nation. Will we step forward
to meet the needs we see around
us, lo care for the wounded and
bring the wicked lo regeneration?
Or will we continue lo step back,
lo hold back the voice of God?

is
youK

the day of his feast.
But the fact remains, St. Patrick
and his day, are important symbols
of Ireland and of Irish Christianity.
Although the Day has evolved into
a celebration involving green beer
and leprechauns, we must remember the real significance of Saint
Patrick.
—Amy Seibert also contributed
to this story.

Pierce
Continued from page 10
a lamaze type technique; upon exhaling, the pierce is executed.
Does the shock of a body pierce
cause discrimination among those
that don't understand? Kelley
Raymond ('96), who wears a nose
ring, feels this is sometimes the case.
" Usually I get questions like, 4 Did
il hurt,' and 4 Why did you get it,' but
other times 1 do feel the discrimination. When I worked in a restaurant,
1 noticed a drop in my tips when I
would wear my nose ring."
The days of hiding your double
ear pierce from your mom are gone.
Now start thinking of ways to hide
your nose, eyebrows, etc.
HCTV (Hope College Television) will be sponsoring a special on
body adornment on April 5 from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Discussions on
laloos and pierces will be included,
accompanying a consultation with
Mardee Sytsma.

J

FUTURE

WORTH
DAYS?
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Peace Corps Visits Hope
T a k e time to sort through the issues related to God's purpose for

Thursday, March 31

your life as related to ministry as a career choice at our Conference

infQrmatiQP Tabi«;

on the Ministry.

DeWitt Student Lounge
9:00-4:00 p.m.
Film and Info. Session
Thursday evening

H
North Park Theological Seminary offers you three days to consider
your future in a community of worship, prayer, and good counsel,
join fellow seekers April 7-9, 1994. T h e conference is free; your only

Vanderwerf Room 104

cost is transportation to and from Chicago. Registration deadline:

7:00-9:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 30.
/

"For I know the plans I have for you, "declares the Lord. —Jeremiah 29:1 (NIV)

CONFERENCE

y

MINISTRY

Thursday, April 7, 6:30 p.m.
through Saturday, April 9, 12 noon
Call Today. (312)509-5860 or (800)964-0101, ext. 4504

N o r t h P a r k T h e o l o g i c a l S e m i n a r y is t h e g r a d u a t e s e m i n a r y
o f the Evangelical C o v e n a n t C h u r c h .

North Park admits qualified students regardless of race,
sex. age. naiiunal or ethnic origin, or disability.

or in one of over 84 countries

NORTH PARK
TEIIOIU.K Al
M MI\AR\
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(CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED: Information regarding
animal abuse in pledging activities.
Will be kept confidential. Write:
West Michigan For Animals, PO
Box 6911 Grand Rapids, MI 495166911

$2,000/mo. in canneries or $3,000$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide room &
board and transportation. No experience necessary! For information
call: 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5624

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING -Earn up
• • • • S P R I N G BREAK '94**** to $2,000+/ mo. on Cruise Ships or
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida Land-Tour companies. World
& Padre! 110% Lowest Price Guar- travel. Summer & Full-Time emantee ! Organize 15 friends and ployment available. No. exp. necesyourtrip is FREE! TAKE A BREAK sary. For info, call 1-206-634-0468
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328- ext. C5624
7283.
SEE BILLY JOEL, GOD OF ALL
NEEDED: Exploration Assistants. GODS, IN CONCERT: Have one
I need current Hope students to serve ticket for sale to Billy's concert the
as Resident Assistants during a week Monday of Spring Break in
long summer program designed for Dearborn. If interested, call Cindy
prospective Hope students. Need Zirtfcl, x6321
not be a Hope College RA. Please
contact Jennifer Payette in the AdGIRBEL, SPACEY, BREAK-THEmissions office by April 15 - x7850.
LAW: Pass the SPF, here we go, tan
ones! Woo-woo! Macaroni rocks!
PROMOTE our SPRING BREAK xoxo— Eating Oranges Under a
packages with our posters and fly- Palm Tree
ers, or SIGNUP NOW for spring
break rooms. Daytona, Panama,
HOLLIE HOBBY: Stay Alive, No
Padre, Cancun, etc. $129 up. Call
Matter What Occurs! I Will Find
CMI 1-800-423-5264.
You!— Ally Sheedy (aka Anne)
Reliable Sales Person wanted full or
part time work. Call 395-9374, or
stop by Catalina Spas in West Shore
Mall for application information.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- fisheries. Many earn

HENRY: I am pwocwaming my
wove for woo! —Anne

JODI J: I know where you sleep! —
Anne

HEATHER: Watch out, you might
wind up having muck on your face!
— Anne

HEATHER: You ready for some
fun in the sun!! Minneapolis was
fun, but this should be better. At
least we're not taking the human
Karoke machine with us! —Tara

THE CUTTING EDGE
TANNING
Dr. Kcms- 26 Bulb/ 2Ftcial
5 Visits- 23.00
10 Visits- 32.00
15 Visits- 46.00

Packages:
1 Monlhs unlimited $5100
2 Months unlimited $78.00
^Students 1.00 off*
Ask about our monthly packages!

•Hairstyles (comemportryAnKiiliontJ)
•Clipper Cuts

•Perms
•Coloring (foiling/highlighting)
•Detail Design

BEATRICE: Hang in there girl, just
a few more weeks! And don't forget
the lamaze! I'm with you all the way
baby! —Love Mr. Pumpkinhead

We take appointments
andwalkins. We're
open 10 AM until 7PM
375 Columbia Ave.
(between 15th & 16th Street)

BUTTERCUP — Thanks for helping with Satori, she appreciated it.
— Love, Mario

toe
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GERBIL: Be careful in the Big
Apple... there isn't too much room
for wheel spinning there — Fab.

Sweet As Honey— Have a great
break! See ya when we get back. Jer
is the greatest! —Sweet As Roses
Anchor Staff—Off to see the great
wide west! Two weeks with out a
paper YEAH!!!!! see ya after
break. — dedicated computer slave

Anne—Don't get any muck on your
face over break...I sure won't be.
Have fun and don't get into too
much trouble—Margaret
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Concerned?
Pregnancy?
BirthControl?
Sexually Transmitted
Diseases?
AIDS?

Call X7585

Confidential counseling
^ree PreSmncy
Testing

Hope College
HEALTH CLINIC

Jump

'Dw't

Continued from pages 6&7
transformed into a foggy swamp
through which the trio of dancers
moved in an almost primitive fashion. At some points, the dancers
clung to each other for support while
at others they were ready to claw
each others' eyes out.
Next, guest performers again
graced the stage as alumnus Kimberly Karpanty ('85) and David
Matiano presented an innovative
piece called "Naked Waters." Two
things distinguished this work from
the others in the production. First of
all, in addition to musical accompaniment, a poem was read by volunteers Jane Bach, Duane Baldwin
(494), Andrew DeGraves ('94) and
Mellissa Endsley ('96) throughout
the piece. The live reading added an
element of intimacy to the performance, allowing audience members

to hear the inner thoughts of the
dancers.
Secondly, dramatic lighting was
used to emphasize movements of
separateness and then coming together. Contrasting with the blackness of the stage, spotlights on either side of the stage encompassed
each of the dancers as they expressed
their anguish. As the lights came
together, so did the dancers.
Contrasting with this emotional
piece came "Jive 5," an energetic
tap routine about five guys named
Moe. The dancers showed multiple
skills by not only dancing, but
lip-syncing their parts as Big Moe,
Little Moe, Slow Moe, Four-eyed
Moe and Eek Moe. This colorful
piece carried the audience into intermission.
Returning to the stage, the danc-

Q ALENDAR OF EVENTS
Arts & Entertainment
Knickerbocker Theatre Mar 17-19, LaViede Bohme, 7 A 9:15 nightly.
Mar. 28 - April 6, Between Heavan and Earth, 7 A 9p.m.
nightly.
Allen Vizzutti international Artist, 8 p.m.. Chapel

Student Organizations
Fellowship of Christian Students Men., 7:30 p.m. in Dinment 12.
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Fri., 8:30 in One Rm., Phelps Hall
ACOA - (Aduh Chikiren of Alcoholics)
Men. contact Coundling Center call *7945.
Environmental Issues Group Thu., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 107.
Amnesty International-

ers took audience members into an- steam, dancers donned red towels
other world with "Atmo-sphere." on their heads and sensually moved
This
humorous
and around the stage.
Another former Hope student and
audience-pleasing number incorporated the use of giant inflatable balls Holland native, Catherine Tharin,
as not only props, but as dance part- returned lo the DeWitt stage to perners as well. Dancers tossed them, form "Some Search Beneath the
rolled them, hid behind them and Forest Floor, and Others." This very
bounced off them throughout the abstract and moving piece was ideal
piece, making audience members to demonstrate Tharin's extremely
athletic and graceful style.
wish they could join in the fun.
The final number,"Moonswing,"
Following this lively piece came
a five part number depicting the brought back memories of the old
different stages of rain, called Astaire-Rogers musicals, incorpo"Lluvia." The dancers began by rating blatant flirtation into the ballholding up newspapers to protect room dancing moves. For comic
them from the rain, scurrying about relief, as if it were needed, an awkthe stage in a frenzy. Then, a warm ward little maid on in-line skates
light filled the stage and the dancers glided across the stage, dusting off
enjoyed the sun, striking poses on the dancers from time to time. This
the floor, pretending to read the pa- was a fun and romantic piece which
pers. To portray the idea of mist and the dancers seemed to enjoy as much
as the audience did.
Overall, Dance 20 provided audience members with a well-blended
•n v
evening of entertainment.
mi
mm

Thur., 8 p.m. in Kletz.
Student Congress Thu., 8 p.m. in Maas Con/erence rm. Public
welcome.
•:
Nurses Christian Fellowship Fri., 8*30-9:45 a.m. in Georgetown United Methodist Church.
Womens Issues Orginization Thro., 4:30 p..m., in WI Center, Chapel Basement.
Habitat for HumanityThu., 6:30 pjn., Dinment 10.
Eating Disorders Support GroupToe., contact Coundling Center x7845.
Spanish GubWed., 7:30 p.m. in Graves 201.
Sexual Assult Support GroupThu. Contact Counciling Center *7945.
Inquiring Minds Discussion GroupFri., 4 p.m., Kletz.

Call The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events
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